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Low wavenumber Raman scattering of the acoustic vibrational modes of nanoparticles was used for
the determination of the size distribution of free dielectric and semiconductor nanoparticles and of
nanoparticles embedded in matrices. The theoretical background as well as the experimental results for
the free noninteracting nanoparticles and for the nanoparticles in strong interaction with a surrounding
matrix is described. The approach is based on a 1/n dependence of the Raman light-to-vibration coupling
coefficient and on the fact that each nanocrystallite of diameter D vibrates with its eigenfrequency
n ∼ 1/D. The model calculation considers the inhomogeneous broadening due to contribution from the
particles of different sizes, and homogeneous broadening due to interaction of particles with the matrix.
The comparison of the calculated and experimental low wavenumber Raman spectra are presented for
SnO2 , TiO2 and CdS free nanoparticles and TiO2 , CdSx Se1−x and HfO2 nanoparticles embedded in a
glass matrix. The particle-size distributions determined by Raman scattering were compared to those
found by TEM measurements. Raman spectroscopy proved to be a simple, fast and reliable method for
size-distribution measurements. By an inverse procedure, starting from the Raman spectra and known
particle-size distribution, a new method for the determination of the mean sound velocities of longitudinal
and transverse phonons of nanoparticles is described. Copyright  2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
Nanoparticles and nanocomposite materials have attracted
strong interest for their important physical and chemical
properties. The main properties of these materials are
related to the confinement of (quasi) particles (electrons,
holes, excitons, phonons, etc.) in volumes with radii less
than 10 nm. For this reason, the critical need for different
applications of these materials is to have an accurate
knowledge of the mean particle size and size distribution.
The best and probably the most reliable technique for the
Ł Correspondence to: M. Ivanda, Ruder Bošković Institute, Bijenicka
54, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia. E-mail: ivanda@irb.hr
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determination of these quantities is transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). Unfortunately, this technique is time
consuming and needs expensive electron microscopes.
The second most commonly used technique is X-ray
scattering, where the Debye–Scherer equation is used for
the determination of the particle size. This method is precise
for the case of very narrow size distributions, but for broad
distributions the systematic error could be more than 50%.
To overcome this problem, it is necessary to include the
complicated method of deconvolution of size distribution
from the line profile and subtraction of the possible strain
effects, and usually this procedure does not give a single
solution.
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Raman scattering is one of the most important nondestructive techniques providing information on the vibrational and electronic states in a confined system. The problem
of the vibrations of a spherical elastic body was solved
by Lamb more than 100 years ago.1 The low wavenumber
Raman scattering (LWRS) from spherical acoustic vibrations
of nanoparticles was first observed by Duval et al.2 and, thereafter, LWRS has been used for the determination of the size
of dielectric, semiconductor and metal nanoparticles embedded in glass3 – 11 as well as of free nanoparticles.12 – 17 Here we
present a model for the calculation of the size distribution of
nanoparticles from the line shape of the acoustic Raman peak.
We also demonstrate how to apply this model for the determination of longitudinal and transverse sound velocities in
nanoparticles when the size distribution is known.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Raman spectroscopy is recognized as a powerful technique
for the characterization of different nanostructures. Particles
of nanometric size show low wavenumber vibrational modes
that can be observed by Raman spectroscopy. These modes
are of acoustic nature, involving the collective motion of
large numbers of atoms and can be described by the
elasticity theory of a continuum medium.2 A century ago,
Lamb1 analyzed the vibrational spectrum of homogeneous
elastic spherical particles and found that all frequencies
scale with the inverse of their diameter. Recently, this
theory was extended to consider various effects: shape
effect, matrix effect, surface relaxation effects, etc.3 – 17 Two
types of modes, spheroidal and torsional, were found. The
modes are classified according to the symmetry group of
the sphere by the labels (l, m) as for the spherical harmonic
function Ylm . The angular number l D 0, 1, 2, . . . measures
the number of wavelengths along a circle on the surface of
the particle. Each mode l is (2l C 1) times degenerate. These
degenerate modes are labeled by the number m. Another
index p D 1, 2, 3, . . . distinguishes the lowest-frequency
mode, p D 1 (surface mode), of an (l, m) sequence from
the p D 2, 3, . . . (internal modes) in increasing order of
frequency. It has been shown3 that the Raman scattering
intensity of the p D 2 mode is only few percent of the p D 1
mode and the intensity further decreases with increasing p.
The l D 0 spheroidal modes are purely radial with spherical
symmetry. Duval18 has shown that only the l D 0 and l D 2
spheroidal modes are Raman active. The l D 0 vibrations
give polarized (VV) Raman spectra, whereas the l D 2
vibrations give depolarized spectra, contributing to the VV
and HV spectra. The depolarization ratio, IHV /IVV , of the
l D 2 vibrations and the relative Raman activities of the l D 0
and l D 2 spheroidal modes are system dependent and are
related to the microscopic mechanism of electron–phonon
p
coupling.19 – 21 The wavenumbers of these modes l are
2,3
p
reciprocal to the particle diameter D, i.e. l D ˇl p /D,
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where
p

ˇl D

Sl vl
c

1

Here v0 and v2 are the longitudinal and transverse
velocities of sound, respectively, c is the vacuum light
velocity, and S0 p and S2 p are constants, of the order of
unity for the surface (p D 1) mode and which depend on the
ratio of the longitudinal and transverse velocities of sound
within the particle as well as on the boundary conditions
of the particle. The Raman spectrum of spatially confined
vibrations is generally described by the Shuker and Gammon
relation22
Il , T D

n, T C 1
Cl g


2

where Cl  is the light-to-vibration coupling coefficient, g
is the density of vibrational states, T is the temperature,
and n, T C 1 is the Bose–Einstein occupation factor for the
Stokes component.
In the model of Raman scattering on free noninteracting
particles, C corresponds to the coupling of light with the
particle frequency mode , and g represents the number
of particles that vibrate with that frequency. To obtain
the particle-size distribution from the experimental Raman
line shape, the important question is of the dependence
of the Raman light-to-vibration coupling coefficient on
the particle size. Theoretically, it has been shown that
for dielectrics in the off-resonance condition, the light-tovibration coupling coefficient is proportional to the particle
diameter and is consequently reciprocal3 of the particle
frequency, C ¾ D ¾ 1 . The vibrational lifetime of
free (noninteracting particles) is expected to be relatively
long and, therefore, the contribution of each particle mode
to the broadening of each particle peak can be considered
negligible. Therefore, for the l D 0 or l D 2 and as regards
the surface p D 1 modes, the particle-size distribution ND
corresponds to the density of vibrational states g by using
a simple substitution of  with the corresponding diameter
D D ˇl /:
ND ¾ g D

Il Ł 2
n C 1

3

where Il  is its Raman intensity. The density of vibrational
states, g, corresponds to the size distribution ND, since
each particle vibrates with a frequency that is inversely
proportional to its diameter D. The distribution of small
particles (of nanometric size) is usually well approximated
with a lognormal size distribution


lnD/D0 2
ND / exp 
2 2

4

Here, D0 is the diameter that corresponds to the maximum of the distribution and the parameter  measures the
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distribution width. The distribution of larger nanoparticles
is usually better described with a Gaussian distribution:


D  D0 2
ND / exp 
2 2

5

For the case of nanoparticles embedded in an elastic
matrix, the vibrational modes are broadened owing to the
interaction with the matrix and Cl  is no more a sharp
function of frequency. The origin of the broadening is in
the shortening of the vibrational lifetime due to the fast
transfer of the vibrational energy into the surrounding
matrix. This effect is known as homogeneous line broadening.
The homogeneous line shape Cl  can be calculated if
the densities, and the longitudinal and transverse sound
velocities of the nanoparticle and the matrix are known.3
In this case, the Raman scattering intensity, I, for an
ensemble of nanoparticles with the size distribution ND
is given by the integral of the homogeneously broadened
Raman spectrum over the inhomogeneous distribution:
IlR  D

n C 1



Cl , DNDdD

6

EXPERIMENTAL
Raman scattering experiments were carried out at room temperature with the argon ion 514.5 nm laser excitation line
in backscattering configuration using a DILOR Z-24 triple
monochromator. A special design of laser focusing23 to the
line probe of 2 ð 0.05 mm2 is used. In this way, a low laser
irradiation of 30 W/cm2 , which avoids any significant local
heating of the sample, is used. A krypton ion laser with
the excitation line at 647 nm was used for the Raman excitation providing the off-resonance scattering condition of
CdSx Se1x samples. High-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) measurements were performed by
using a JEOL JEM 2010, 200 kV microscope with the point

resolution of 0.19 nm. Dark-field micrographs at a magnification of 100 000ð and HRTEM images at magnification of
300 000ð and 600 000ð were used for the determination of
the particle-size distributions.

RESULTS
Raman scattering on acoustical modes of free SnO2
nanoparticles
Tin dioxide (SnO2 ) and SnO2 -based ceramics find various
applications as gas sensors, catalysts, electrode materials,
etc. The properties of these oxides, such as particle size
and morphology, structural and physical properties and
crystallinity, greatly depend on the method of their synthesis.
Very fine and uniform SnO2 particles were produced by
slow hydrolysis of 0.384 M aqueous SnCl4 solutions at room
temperature for a long period of 10 years and, thereafter, by
autoclaving of mother liquor at 160 ° C for 24 h.
Figure 1 shows TEM images of the prepared sample. At
higher magnification it is evident that the particles are of
regular shape and well separated. Figure 2 shows the Raman
spectrum of SnO2 powder. Low wavenumber modes are
those below 100 cm1 . In the process of evaluation of the size
distribution from the shape of LWR peaks, the most difficult problem is determining the background signal. Usually
the background is a slow, wavenumber-dependent function caused by different processes such as quasielastic light
scattering, electronic scattering, photoluminescence, etc. We
found that the function Aωx describes well the background in
various types of free nanoparticles. Inset (a) in Fig. 2 shows
the Raman spectrum in log–log coordinates. The straight line
here is the estimated background with the Aωx form. The low
wavenumber part of the spectrum, after the subtraction of
the background, is shown in inset (b) of Fig. 2. The main peak
at 39.6 cm1 is attributed to the symmetric vibrations, and
the weaker peak at 18.2 cm1 is attributed to the quadrupolar
vibrations. The ratio of the wavenumber of these modes is

Figure 1. TEM images of SnO2 nanoparticles at two different magnifications.
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Figure 2. Raman spectrum of SnO2 nanoparticles; inset (a) shows the Raman spectrum in log-log coordinates with estimated
background; inset (b) shows the low wavenumber part of the Raman spectrum (circles). The line approximately separates the
contribution of the surface mode from a further background mainly attributed to inner modes. This figure is available in colour online
at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/jrs.
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Figure 3. (a) Low wavenumber Raman spectrum of SnO2 . The tick line shows the calculated Raman spectrum for the l D 0 mode
assuming inhomogeneous broadening caused by a log-normal size distribution with D0 D 3.85 nm and  D 0.27. The calculated
spectrum for a single particle of diameter D0 D 3.85 nm is also shown (thin line, sharp peaks that correspond to p D 1 and p D 2
modes). (b) comparison of size distributions: bars – TEM distribution, dashed line – log-normal function fitted on TEM distribution,
bold line – distribution used for the fit of the previous Raman spectrum, circles – distribution found from the Raman spectrum
directly. This figure is available in colour online at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/jrs.

2.18. The symmetric mode should appear only in the VV
polarized spectrum, whereas the quadrupolar mode should
appear both in VV an VH spectra. However, the spectra
of our powder sample are not polarized, the depolarization
ratio being IVH /IVV ¾ 1 at all wavenumbers. We explain this
effect by multiple reflection of the laser beam and scattered
Raman light between nanoparticles, where the information
on polarization is lost, and for this reason the polarized
Raman spectra could not be used for the assignment of these
modes. The assignment of the two peaks to the symmetric
and quadrupolar modes is based here on the comparison of
the observed wavenumber ratio with the calculated value.

Copyright  2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

The sound velocities of the SnO2 crystal calculated as a mean
value across four (for vl ) and seven (for vt ) crystalline sound
propagating vectors are vl D 6530 m/s and vt D 3120 m/s,
respectively.24 Using the ratio vl /vt D 2.09, the coefficients
S0 and S2 are obtained. Then, the parameters ˇl calculated
by Eqn (1) for the l D 0 and l D 2 modes are 1.94 ð 105
and 0.87 ð 105 , respectively. Therefore, the expected ratio
for the wavenumbers of these modes is 0 /2 D ˇ0 /ˇ2 D 2.2,
which agrees well with the observed value.
Figure 3(a) shows the calculated spectrum of the l D 0
mode (bold line) obtained by using Eqn (6) with a C ¾ D ¾
1 . The best fit was obtained for a lognormal distribution
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p D 2 internal mode, is not reproduced by the calculation,
which gives very broad and not-well-resolved p D 2, 3
contributions. On the other hand, the peak at about 100 cm1
was found on a number of SnO2 samples of different mean
particle sizes and, therefore, could not be ascribed to the
particle modes. It could be due to Raman scattering at the
edge of the Brillouin zone or to vibrational modes induced by
disorder that became Raman active owing to the breakdown
of selection rules, such as local lattice imperfections and
oxygen deficiencies.
The calculated Raman spectrum, i.e. C/2 for the
particle size of 3.85 nm, with the sharp peaks of p D 1 and
p D 2 modes, is also shown in Fig. 3(a) (thin line). It is evident
that the maximum of the inhomogeneously broadened peak
is shifted by ¾20% toward low wavenumbers in comparison
to the sharp peak of the p D 1 mode of a single particle. This
shows that Eqn (1) gives reliable values of the particle size
only when the size distribution is sharp. In the presence of
a wide size distribution, a correction is needed because big
particles scatter more than small particles: the size obtained
by Eqn (1) with the maximum of the LWR peak is larger than
the mean size of the distribution and the difference is as high
as the distribution is broad.
Figure 3(b) shows the comparison of the size distributions
obtained by Raman and TEM data. Two size distributions,
obtained by the shape of the Raman spectrum, are shown.
The first (bold line) is the lognormal distribution used for
the fit shown in Fig. 3(a). The second distribution (circles)
has been obtained directly from the Raman spectrum by the

Figure 4. TEM image of CdS nanoparticles.

with D0 D 3.85 nm and  D 0.25, which were the only free
parameters. The calculated spectrum reproduces well the
shape of the main peak at about 40 cm1 , attributed to the
l D 0 surface vibrations. The experimental peak at about
100 cm1 , which at first sight could be attributed to the
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Figure 5. Raman spectrum of CdS nanoparticles: inset (a) shows the Raman spectrum in log–log coordinates with estimated
background; inset (b) shows the low wavenumber part of Raman spectrum with subtracted background. The position of symmetric
and quadrupolar modes are indicated by arrows. This figure is available in colour online at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/jrs.
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Figure 6. (a) Experimental Raman spectrum of CdS powders after the subtraction of the background (circles). Calculated Raman
spectra of the l D 0 (dashed line) and l D 2 (dotted line) modes are by using a lognormal size distribution with D0 D 2.45 nm and
 D 0.195. Sum of the l D 0 and l D 2 calculated spectra (solid line). The calculated spectrum for a single particle of D0 D 2.45 nm is
also shown (sharp peaks of p D 1 and p D 2 modes); (b) Comparison of the size distributions obtained by TEM (bars), lognormal fit
of TEM data (dashed line), lognormal used for the fit of Fig. 6(a), where Do and  are the fittings parameters only, distribution found
from the Raman spectrum directly, having attributed the whole spectrum to symmetric modes (circles). This figure is available in
colour online at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/jrs.

following procedure:
1. After subtraction of the Aωx background in log–log
coordinates (where A and x are free parameters), the
LWRS signal is further corrected by subtraction of a linear
background below two neighboring minima of the LWR
peak (see inset (b) in Fig. 2). This correction is mainly for
the subtraction of the contribution of the inner modes
(p D 2, 3, 4 . . .) of the symmetric peak.
2. The resulting spectrum I is further divided by the
Bose–Einstein occupation factor (n C 1) and multiplied
by 2 (approximately multiplied by 3 , because at low
frequencies 1/n C 1 ¾ ).
3. The final step is to replace the frequency  with the
corresponding particle diameter D D ˇ/. The resulting
function then represents the particle-size distribution
(circles in Fig. 3(b))
This simple procedure gives a size distribution very close
to the lognormal distribution obtained by the fit of the Raman
spectrum, even without need of subtracting the contribution
of the quadrupolar mode, which is weak and superimposed
on the symmetric contribution on the low wavenumber side,
where the 3 factor further reduces its importance. Finally,
the size distribution obtained by TEM is well reproduced
by a lognormal curve, but it is sharper ( TEM D 0.19,
 RAMAN D 0.27) and has a larger mean size (D0 TEM D 4.4 nm,
D0 RAMAN D 3.85 nm). We ascribe the difference mainly to the
error in size distribution determined by TEM.17

Raman scattering of acoustical modes of free CdS
nanoparticles
The CdS nanoparticles were prepared by the sol–gel process.
Figure 4 shows the TEM images of a powder sample.
Figure 5 shows the Raman spectrum of the same sample.

Copyright  2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Figure 7. TEM image of the sample OG 590 with CdSx Se1x
nanocrystals.

The low wavenumber particle modes are indicated by
arrows. Inset (a) in Fig. 5 shows the Raman spectrum in
log–log coordinates. Here we used again the power function
Aωx , which best describes the background of the powder
sample containing free nanoparticles. The low wavenumber
spectrum with subtracted background is shown in inset
(b) of Fig. 5. Two peaks are observed here: one at 45 cm1
attributed to the symmetric surface mode, and the other at
18 cm1 , attributed to the quadrupolar surface mode. The
wavenumber ratio of these modes is 2.5.
We can compare it with the calculated one. The
parameters ˇl are calculated using vl D 4250 m/s, vt D
1860 m/s and  D 4.87 g/cm3 for CdS.25 Using the ratio
vl /vt D 2.28, the coefficients S0 and S2 are obtained. Then, the
parameter ˇl calculated by Eqn (1), for the l D 0 and l D 2
modes is 1.29 ð 105 and 0.52 ð 105 , respectively. Therefore,
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Figure 8. (a) Low wavenumber VV (upper) and HV (bottom) polarized Raman spectra of different Schott glasses (the p sequence of
the l D 0 symmetric mode is labeled). For the samples with smaller particle diameters, OG 530 and OG 515, the l D 2 mode is also
observable; (b) The IVV  1.8 ð IHV spectra (circles) fitted with the boson peak (broad background signal) and CdSx Se1x symmetric
mode (solid line), which is homogeneously and inhomogeneously broadened owing to the interaction of the nanocrystals with the
glass matrix and to the particles size distributions, respectively. The sum of these contributions is shown by the thick solid line that
fits the experimental spectrum. D0 and  are the parameters of the used lognormal distribution. (c) Comparison of size distributions
obtained by TEM (bars) and those found from the Raman spectra (solid line). This figure is available in colour online at
www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/jrs.

the expected ratio for the wavenumbers of these modes is
ˇ0 /ˇ2 D 2.42, which agrees well with the observed value.
Figure 6(a) shows the calculated spectra of the symmetric
(dashed line) and quadrupolar (dotted line) modes. A
lognormal size distribution with D0v D 2.45 nm and  D
0.195 gives the best fit. Apart for the overall intensity, a
further free parameter was the relative scattering efficiency
of the two modes, which was taken in order to have an overall
good agreement between the experimental and the weighted
sum of the l D 0 and l D 2 calculated spectra (bold line).
Figure 6(b) shows a comparison of the size distributions
obtained by TEM and Raman spectra, by the methods
described in detail for the case of SnO2 nanoparticles. Note
that the whole spectrum, after the further subtraction of the
background shown in the inset (b) of Fig. 5, has been used
for the direct determination of the size distribution (circuits).
The peak at about 18 cm1 on the same inset, due to the l D 2
modes, would have been subtracted for this calculation, since
the method derives the size distribution from the shape of the
l D 0 surface peak. Anyway, the l D 2 contribution is not very
important even in this case, in which its peak has intensity
in the Raman spectrum similar to that of the l D 0 peak.
This is because of the already discussed 3 factor. Anyway,
the large tail of the calculated distribution, which shows a
weak structure around 4.5 nm, is the spurious effect of the
missed subtraction of the l D 2 contribution. The agreement
between the size distributions obtained by TEM and Raman

Copyright  2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

is excellent: they have the same width ( D 0.195) and are
quite close to the values of the maxima (D0 TEM D 2.3 nm,
D0 RAMAN D 2.45 nm).
The main difference between the experimental and
calculated Raman spectrum of Fig. 6(a) is in the range
between the symmetric and quadrupolar mode peaks. A
possible explanation is that modes other than the l D 0 and
l D 2 spheroidal ones could appear in the Raman spectrum.
This is forbidden for the spherical particles, but not for the
particles of low symmetry, where the (l, m) labels will lose
the full meaning. In particular, vibrations that resemble the
l D 1 torsional mode of a sphere are expected to have a
wavenumber intermediate between those of the l D 2 and
l D 0 spheroidal mode and could contribute to the Raman
spectrum of a very distorted particle. Figure 4 shows that
the CdS particles have more irregular shape than the SnO2
particles of Fig. 1.

LWRS of CdSx Se1−x nanoparticles in a glass matrix
The increased interest for these materials started with the discovery of their saturable absorption that promises their use as
a Q-switching element in lasers.26 With large nonlinear optical properties27 as well as a fast response time,28 the material
could possibly have interesting application in waveguides,29
optical switches30 and bistable resonators.28 A critical need
for the application in all these fields of nonlinear optics is to
accurately know the mean particle size and size distribution.
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distribution of these crystals and its fit by a Gaussian function with mean size D0 D 20.8 nm and  D 3.18 nm; (c) Stokes and
anti-Stokes LWR spectra of the glass–ceramic film.

The commercially available Schott filter glasses with different
concentrations of CdSx Se1x quantum dots of different sizes,
in particular OG515, OG530, OG550 and OG590, were investigated by means of LWRS. The numbers next to the letters
indicate the cut-off wavelength in nanometers of the glass.
Figure 7 shows TEM image of the sample OG 590, where
CdSx Se1x crystals appear as dark spots. Figure 8(a) shows
the low wavenumber VV and HV polarized Raman spectra
of the acoustical vibrations of the CdSx Se1x particles in a
glass matrix. Both types of modes, symmetric and quadrupolar, appear in the polarized VV spectra. Together with the
symmetric surface mode (p D 1), the symmetric inner modes
(p D 2, 3) are also observable in the spectra. The quadrupolar mode (l D 2) is depolarized and clearly observed in the
HV polarized spectra. All modes are superimposed on the
‘boson peak’31 – a broad signal that is a common feature

Copyright  2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

for most glasses (here with a maximum near 50 cm1 ), and
the quasielastic scattering peak (QES)32 that appears below
30 cm1 . In order to remove the contribution of QES peak,
the HV polarized spectra were divided by the depolarization
ratio of QES, QES D 5/9  D IHV /IVV  as measured on our
samples, and then subtracted from the VV polarized Raman
spectra. We note here that the quadrupolar mode is depolarized and, therefore, its contribution is mainly cancelled by
this procedure. The resulting spectra VV  1.8 ð HV, shown
in Fig. 8(b), consist of the l D 0 symmetric mode, its inner
radial modes (p D 2, 3, . . .) and of the remaining contribution of the boson peak, which has a depolarization ratio
higher than that of QES. The phenomenological function,
const. ð 3 402 C 2 1 .,7 was used to fit the boson peak on
all spectra with the boson peak intensity as a free parameter.
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The LWR line shape is caused by both inhomogeneous
and homogeneous broadening. The former is directly related
to the size distribution ND. The homogeneous line shape
may be calculated if the densities, and the longitudinal and
transverse sound velocities of the nanocrystals and of the
surrounding medium are known. The Raman spectra of the
symmetric surface and inner modes were fitted with Eqn (6)
using the lognormal distribution. The results of the fit (D0 and
) are shown on Fig. 8(b). The parameters ˇ are calculated
using vl D 3690 m/s, vt D 1620 m/s and  D 5.66 g/cm3 for
CdSe and vl D 4250 m/s, vt D 1860 m/s and  D 4.87 g/cm3
for CdS.25 For the glass matrix we used the values of silica
glass: vl D 5960 m/s, vt D 3790 m/s and  D 2.3 g/cm3 .
The shape of the homogeneous profile does not change very
much with the content parameter x, from pure CdS to pure
CdSe. The homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadenings
have comparable effects on the actual linewidth of the
surface (p D 1) mode. Figure 8(c) shows very good agreement
between the particle-size distributions obtained by TEM and
Raman measurements.

1. The homogeneously broadened C for anatase TiO2 in
silica is calculated by using the sound velocities of the
most symilar structure, here of rutile;
2. The such determined C is than used to fit the VV and
HV Raman spectra. In this way, the first approximate
values of the constants ˇl , Sl and of the sound velocities of
anatase are determined.
The procedure is repeated with these new sound
velocities. The starting sound velocities of rutile calculated
as a mean value across 11 (for vl ) and 9 (for vt ) crystalline
sound propagating vectors are: vl D 9017 m/s and vt D
5394 m/s. Using the ratio vl /vt D 1.672, the coefficients
S0 and S2 are found by the methods of Ref. 3, and the
parameter ˇ calculated for the l D 0 and l D 2 modes are
2.39 ð 105 and 1.51 ð 105 . After three recursive steps of
the above procedure a good convergence for the anatase is
achieved. The fit gives ˇ0 D 2.66 ð 105 , ˇ2 D 1.10 ð 105 ,
vl D 8880 m/s, vt D 3900 m/s and vl /vt D 2.27, implying an
average sound velocity of 4400 m/s, which is larger than that
found for the anatase from the heat capacity measurements
(3560 m/s).34

Raman scattering from acoustical modes of TiO2
nanoparticles embedded in a glass matrix
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l=2, particle in SiO2 matrix
l=2, free particle
l=0, particle in SiO2 matrix
l=0, free particle

(a)
Raman Intensity

SiO2 –TiO2 is an important glassy system for many applications, in particular for planar waveguides, because of the
easy tunability of the refractive index and low losses.33 The
glass is not stable, and TiO2 crystals nucleate and grow after
thermal annealing at temperatures around 900 ° C. Therefore,
crystallization occurs before or together with densification
by thermal annealing in sol–gel-derived glasses, at least for
relatively high TiO2 contents (>20%). SiO2 1  x–TiO2 x
films, with x in the range 0.07–0.2, were deposited on silica
substrates by a dip-coating technique. The starting solution was obtained by mixing tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS),
ethanol, deionized water and hydrochloric acid as a catalyst. Titanium isopropoxide (TiPOT) was used as the TiO2
precursor.
The TEM image of a sample SiO2 0.8–TiO2 0.2
annealed at 1300 ° C for 30 min is shown on Fig. 9(a). The
spherical particles are crystals with the anatase structure.
The size distribution obtained from Fig. 9(a) and its fit with
a Gaussian function are shown in Fig. 9(b). The Stokes and
anti-Stokes VV and HV polarized Raman spectra of these
nanocrystals are shown in Fig. 9(c). In the VV spectrum both
l D 0 and l D 2 spheroidal modes are visible, whereas only
the quadrupolar mode is visible in the HV spectrum.
As for the above-discussed case of CdS nanocrystals
in glasses, the LFRS peaks of anatase are also affected by
homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening. Here we
demonstrate how to apply this model for the determination of
longitudinal and transverse sound velocities in nanoparticles
when the size distribution is known. The procedure is self
consistent and converges very fast, even in two steps:
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(c)
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40

Wavenumber/cm-1
Figure 10. (a) calculated symmetric and quadrupolar Raman
peaks of the free anatase particle of 20.8 nm diameter (sharp
lines) and of the same particle in SiO2 matrix (solid lines); (b) fit
of the symmetric and quadrupolar modes on the VV polarized
Raman spectrum with the size distribution obtained from the
TEM; (c) the same fit for the quadrupolar mode in the HV
Raman spectrum. This figure is available in colour online at
www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/jrs.
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Figure 11. TiO2 powder sample: (a) TEM image – the particles are artificially surrounded according to the observation of the
crystalline planes; (b) particle-size distribution found by TEM (bars) with fitted lognormal distribution curve (dashed line) and
distributions obtained directly from the Raman spectrum (circles); (c) Raman spectrum of anatase with indications of LFR particle
modes, the inset showing the same spectrum in a log–log scale and the estimated background; (d) Raman spectrum after the
subtraction of the estimated background (circles), calculated inhomogeneously broadened lineshape of the symmetric and
quadrupolar mode (dashed lines), their sum (solid line) and the second derivative of the Raman spectrum.

Figure 10 shows the results of this self-consistent fitting
procedure on the polarized LWR spectra. Figure 10(a)
shows the results of the calculation for the symmetric and
quadrupolar mode of a particle of 20.8 nm diameter, free
(sharp peaks) and in a silica matrix (broad peaks). For the
homogeneous line shape of the quadrupolar mode C2 
we used that calculated for the symmetric mode, scaled to
the frequency of the quadrupolar mode. Figure 10(b) and
(c) show the results of the fit of the VV and HV polarized
Raman spectra by using the size distribution measured by
TEM. The fit gives a depolarization ratio for the quadrupolar
mode 2 D 1 and for the symmetric mode 0 D 0.

Raman scattering from acoustical modes of free
TiO2 nanoparticles
The samples of nanosized TiO2 powder particles (free
nanoparticles) were synthesized by the sol–gel procedure
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based on the hydrolysis of Ti(IV)-isopropoxide under
different experimental conditions. The sample labeled here
as S2 was thermally treated for 1 h at 350 ° C in a nitrogen
atmosphere.
Figure 11(a) shows the TEM image of this sample.
A broad distribution of sizes is observed. Furthermore,
most TiO2 nanoparticles have a shape quite different from
the spherical one. Figure 11(b) shows the size distribution
derived from the TEM image (bars) and its fit with the
a lognormal function (dashed line). Figure 11(c) shows the
Raman spectrum of the sample S2. The LWR modes are
superimposed on the laser line tail on one side and to the tail
of the Eg band at 145 cm1 of the anatase phase on the other
side, plus an unknown background signal. Therefore, for the
signal under the particle peak (total background signal) we
use again the Aωx wavenumber dependence, which passes
through the minima on both sides of the peak (dashed line on
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Figure 12. (a) TEM image of a sol–gel 0.7SiO2 –0.3HfO2 film heated at 1000 ° C showing HfO2 crystals in a glass matrix;
(b) magnified part of the (a) with visible crystalline planes of nanoparticles; (c) size distribution of the crystals and its fit by a
lognormal function; (d) VV and HV polarized Raman spectra, obtained by exciting at 457.9 nm in the TE0 mode of the waveguide for
the glass-ceramic annealed at 1000 ° C (upper spectra) and for the glass annealed at 900 ° C (lower spectra). This figure is available in
colour online at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/jrs.

the inset of Fig. 11(c)). The Raman spectrum with subtracted
background is shown in Fig. 11(d). Here, the strong multiple
scattering in the powder sample fully depolarizes the exciting
laser light, thereby avoiding the opportunity to separate the
VV and HV spectra. Therefore, the observed broad peak
cannot be easily attributed to vibrational modes of a defined
symmetry. If the whole spectrum is attributed to a single
(l, m, p), the size distribution can be extracted directly from
the Raman spectrum. By using ˇ D 1.69 ð 105 , the best
agreement with the TEM distribution is obtained, as shown
in Fig. 11(b) (circles). The obtained ˇ-value is in the range of
ˇ D 1.59 š 0.14 ð 105 found on 14 different TiO2 powder
samples,17 assuming that only quadrupolar vibrations are
active in the Raman spectra of TiO2 nanoparticles. The
fact that the calculated size distribution is broader than
that observed by TEM (see Fig. 11(b)), together with the
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observation that anatase nanoparticles in a glass matrix show
both l D 0 and l D 2 modes with comparable intensities,
suggests that a more detailed analysis is needed.
Figure 11(d) shows a tentative fit of the particle peak with
two contributions obtained by calculating the shapes of two
Raman peaks of free particles with a lognormal (D0 D 6.7 nm
and  D 0.31) size distribution found from the fit of TEM
distribution and with both ˇl constant and peak intensities as
free parameters. The positions of the resulting peaks from the
fit are also confirmed by the second derivative of the Raman
spectrum. The obtained parameters for ˇl are 1.78 ð 105 and
1.10 ð 105 . The second one corresponds to the l D 2 mode of
the anatase phase, but the first cannot be ascribed to the l D 0
mode, which should have ˇ0 D 2.66 ð 105 . It is possible that
modes other than the l D 2 and l D 0 modes, in particular the
l D 1 (torsional) mode with an intermediate wavenumber,
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due to the very irregular shape of the anatase nanocrystals
shown in Fig. 1 could cause the breaking of the selection
rules. A further effect should be considered for particles with
important distortion from the spherical shape: the five m
components of the l D 2 mode are no more degenerate and a
further source of peak broadening is present.35 Because of all
the above difficulties, a definitive attribution of the observed
scattering in TiO2 powders is not possible at present.

Sound velocities in hafnia determined by LWRS
Hafnia (HfO2 ) is technologically important because of its
extraordinarily high bulk modulus, high melting point and
high chemical stability, as well as its high neutron absorption
cross-section. HfO2 resembles its twin oxide, zirconia (ZrO2 ),
in many physical and chemical properties. Several films of
0.7SiO2 –0.3HfO2 were prepared by a sol–gel dip-coating
technique.36
The TEM image of a sample annealed at 1000 ° C for
30 min is shown in Fig. 12(a) and a part of this image at
a higher magnification in Fig. 12(b). The size distribution
determined from TEM and fitted by a lognormal function
with parameters D0 D 2.94 nm and  D 0.285 is shown in
Fig. 12(c). The Stokes VV and HV polarized Raman spectra
of these nanocrystals are shown in Fig. 12(d). In the VV
spectrum both l D 0 and l D 2 spherical modes are visible.
Here, as for the case of anatase particles in silica
matrix, we used the self-consistent fitting procedure for
the determination of sound velocities in hafnia. We started
again with the coupling coefficient C of rutile in silica
matrix, and after three steps the procedure converged with
the results shown in Fig. 13.
Figure 13(a) shows the calculated symmetric and
quadrupolar Raman peaks for a free hafnia particle of
2.94 nm diameter (sharp peaks) and for the hafnia particle
in a silica matrix (broad peaks). For the coupling coefficient function of the quadrupolar mode C2  we used
again the value calculated for the symmetric mode, which
is then scaled to the wavenumber of the quadrupolar mode.
Figures 13(b) and (c) show the results of a self-consistent
fit to the symmetric and quadrupolar modes in the VV
and HV polarized Raman spectra using Eqn (6) with the
known size distribution from the TEM measurements. The

l=2, particle in
SiO2 matrix
l=2, free
particle

l=0, particle in SiO2 matrix
l=0, free particle
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Figure 13. (a) Calculated symmetric and quadrupolar Raman
peaks of the free hafnia particle of 2.94 nm diameter (sharp
lines) and of the same particle in a SiO2 matrix (solid lines);
(b) fit of the symmetric and quadrupolar modes on the VV
polarized Raman spectrum using the size distribution from
TEM measurements; (c) the same fit for the quadrupolar mode
in HV Raman spectrum. This figure is available in colour online
at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/jrs.

resulting parameter ˇl and sound velocities for hafnia are
ˇ0 D 1.62 ð 105 and ˇ2 D 0.68 ð 105 , vl D 5405 m/s and
vt D 2410 m/s. The appearance of the symmetric mode in HV
polarization could be due to multiple reflections of the excitation and scattered light. In contrast to the powder samples,
because of the lower density of particles here, this effect is
smaller.
A rough estimation of the mean sound velocities of
the tetragonal HfO2 is obtained by scaling for the square
root of the density the sound velocities of ZrO2 , indeed

Table 1. A summary of the results for the calculation and LWRS determination of the parameters ˇl and sound velocities

SiO2
CdS
CdSe
SnO2
TiO2 -rutile
TiO2 -anatase (our values by LWRS)
HfO2 (our values by LWRS)

Copyright  2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

vl (m/s)

vt (m/s)

g/(cm)3

ˇl ð 107

ˇt ð 107

ˇl /ˇt
(calc).

ˇl /ˇt
(exp.)

5950
4250
3690
6530
9020
8880
5405

3760
1860
1620
3120
5390
3900
2410

2.26
4.87
5.66
6.994
4.25
3.8
9.33

126
112
194
239
266
162

52
46
88
151
110
68

2.42
2.43
2.20
1.56
2.41
2.39

2.5
2.5
2.18
2.2
2.41
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assuming that the two systems have the same elastic
constants.37 Zirconia (ZrO2 ) is surprisingly similar to hafnia
(HfO2 ) in many physical and chemical properties, owing
to their homological electronic outer shell configuration.
These compounds are hard ceramics with comparable high
dielectric constants and wide band gaps. For the hightemperature cubic phases of HfO2 and ZrO2 , the elastic
constants have been calculated and they are practically
identical for the two compounds.38 The obtained values,
vl D 5400 m/s and vt D 3070 m/s for the tetragonal phase,
and vl D 5970 m/s and vt D 3560 m/s for the monoclinic
phase, well compare with those obtained by the Raman-TEM
procedure.

CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the acoustical modes in the Raman spectra
of different nanocrystals and nanocomposite materials. The
theory of Raman scattering from spherical vibrational modes
was applied in order to calculate the size distribution of
nanoparticles. For the free nanoparticles, the inhomogeneous
broadening of the symmetric and quadrupolar Raman peaks
was applied. For the nanoparticles embedded in a matrix,
the homogeneous broadening due to the interaction of
the particles with the matrix was also taken into account.
A summary of results is presented in Table 1. The size
distribution obtained from the Raman spectra shows good
agreement with the TEM measurements. We show that
an inverse approach, which uses the shape of the Raman
peaks and the size distribution measured by TEM, allows
the determination of the longitudinal and transverse sound
velocities of the nanoparticles. This approach could be very
important for the determination of the elastic properties of
nanoparticles.
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